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HADITH OF THE WEEK

NOTE FROM HEAD TEACHER
Dear Parents / Guardians / Carers
As-salaamu alaikom
It has been a busy couple of weeks, switching to remote learning at very short notice
and setting up provision for children of critical workers.
I hope that our pupils, and indeed parents, are settling well back into remote learning mode. It
is most definitely not something that any of us wanted. Learning from home can present an
enormous challenge, particularly for parents who are working from home. With mutual support
and lots of duas we will get though these testing times, insha’Allah.
I pray that Allah swt keeps everyone safe and protected from harm and wish you all a screenfree, happy weekend.

‘Successful indeed are the believers...Those
who are keepers of their trusts and their
promise.’ Prophet Muhammad(saw)

The Right of the Fortnight
Article 14 Every child has the right to think and
believe what they want and practise their
religion

ASSEMBLY

Mrs Ghafori

HIGHLIGHTS OF REMOTE LEARNING
Year 1 were thinking about teamwork in PSHE and learning what makes a team. They thought
about who they would like on their own team.

Eesa

Raadiya

Hiba

Mrs Chaudhry spoke about
recycling and in particular
about how recycling
batteries helps the
environment.

Key Stage 2
Year 4 have made these handy dials to
help them learn about the water cycle.

Pupil Voice

Islamic Studies

On remote learning:

Year 3 created a tree to show how
the Pillars of Islam are our roots to
help us blossom the pillars of
iman.

“I like remote learning but I prefer
to be in the actual lesson instead of
being stuck in front of a screen.”
Sara Year 6“
“I prefer when everyone is in
school. People get lonely and face
to face is much better. Learning at
home is too loud and you can’t
focus if your siblings are yelling.”
Junayd Y5

Year 5 are exploring the earliest forms
of communication in History—cave art.

HIGHLIGHTS
Zoha

Ayan

2 importance of Salah.
Year 2 wroteYEAR
about the

Rabia
Year 6 made posters explaining how

CERTIFICATES

light works for Science.

Rec: Yousuf Ali, Syed Moosa Naqvi

Cady

Y1: Isa Zahid
Y2: Ibrahim Chowdhry, Asem Mohamed
Y3: All of Year 3
Y4: Tuba Baydar, Shaymaa Elbey
Y5: Haris Ahmed
Y6: All of Year 6

Maryam

Arhab

